Analysis on Relevant Music Therapy Elements and Its Effectiveness on Treating AD
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ABSTRACT
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a serious but common health condition for old people, and it is different from normal aging. Finding an effective treatment and ultimate cure for AD has become a hot topic in the field of medicine and neuroscience nowadays. However, due to the complexity of the disease and characteristics of our neurons, identifying useful pharmacological treatments and implementing them into the clinical settings are difficult. Music therapy (MT), a non-pharmacological treatment, was proposed a long time ago and was believed to be useful for easing cognitive and mood symptoms of AD. Previous research has shown the rehabilitation effect of music on AD patients, but more detailed instruction on how to carry out music therapy and choose the right music pieces are needed. To contribute better in the music therapy field, this paper proposed two elements of music that therapists and researchers should consider: emotion and familiarity, and it also analyzed possible effects of different music therapeutic approaches on patients. Further investigations on how positive and negative emotional musics as well as familiar or unfamiliar music were needed due to deficiency of current research. Therapists should also consider finding more resultful strategies like individualized music treatment and combine MT with meditations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a well-known neurodegenerative disease that affects millions of people worldwide. In the U.S, 1 out of 9 people aged older than 65 years was suffering from AD in 2021, and the prevalence rate is increasing continuously due to growing aging populations [1]. The main brain changes that cause AD in patients are the accumulation of amyloid-beta and tau protein tangles in neurons, which ultimately result in cell function loss and cell death [1]. Because brain areas that are involved in AD often include memory-associated hippocampus area and cerebral cortex, major characteristics of AD are progressive loss of memory and problems in cognition. Old people who suffer from AD in the late stages are usually not able to take care of themselves, and the ultimate result is fatal. Despite much hard work from researchers nowadays, only some treatments were available to ease symptoms of the disease. Finding ultimate pharmacological cures for AD is still in the progress. Therefore, music therapy, which has a long history, was brought up to the stage as a psychological intervention outside traditional pharmacological treatment and was believed to be a promising method for treating AD [2].

It has been presented by many papers in the past that listening to music has an enhancing effect on people’s cognitive ability. Teppo Särkämö and his colleague [3] worked on cerebral artery stroke patients and found a significant increase in patients’ verbal memory and attention after they were exposed to music every day. Another finding from Muireann Irish et.al proved that AD patients who in the background music group showed significantly better autobiographical memory recall, along with a reduction in anxiety level, than those in the control group [4]. Taking multiple findings together, music has its potential to be used for releasing mood symptoms and treating cognitive impairment in healthcare or clinical environments. The extent to which a patient can recover their memory and cognitive ability, however, can vary depending on the specific characteristic of the music cue. In this paper, emotion and familiarity were discussed along with their effect on patients’ cognitive ability recovery.
2. ELEMENTS IN A MUSIC

To implement music therapy at its maximum benefits, choosing the right pieces of music as the stimulation material is important. The following two sections will discuss two aspect of music elements: emotion and familiarity.

2.1. Music with emotions

It is well-established that emotion plays an important role in mediating human learning and memory. Extensive research and functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that there’s a connection between the emotion-regulating area amygdala and memory-related area of the hippocampus, in the view that the basolateral region of the amygdala modulates memory consolidation through talking with the hippocampus [5]. This role of amygdala in memory formation is largely through influencing a process called long-term potentiation (LTP), a mechanism that was believed to induce memory formation [6]. Animal experimental study illustrated that basolateral amygdala stimulation activates early LTP in hippocampus [7]. Interestingly, alteration and dysfunction of LTP have been found in AD patients [8], suggesting that implementing emotional-inducing stimulus may help restore the normal function of LTP in AD patients and improve their memory functions.

Continuing with this view, understanding the emotional aspect of music is important when it comes to improving the effectiveness of music therapy. It’s necessary to investigate how music with positive and negative emotions influences memory recall in AD patients. There’s a belief that music that is presented as “sad” serves an adaptive purpose to help evoke remote autobiographical memory in AD patients, whereas positive memory does not retain this function [9]. Taking this view, Juan and other colleagues replicated a study from Foster and Valentine with additional emotional aspects of music tested [9,10]. Except proving that emotion-evoking music improved autobiographical memory recall in AD patients better than non-emotion presenting music, they also showed that sad music enhanced memory recovery better than happy music, with a stronger effect specifically on semantic remote memory [9]. This result could be partially explained by another study, where researchers applied fMRI techniques to investigate sad and happy music in the context of healthy participants [11]. In their experiments, they illustrated that sad music evokes stronger mind-wandering (which is an internally oriented self-reflection process), and participants who listened to sad music shifted their attention inward with a better self-recognition than those who listened to happy music [11,12]. When engaging in sad music listening, people tend to focus more on themselves rather than music per se. This could be one possible explanation of why sad music serves as a stronger external cue for memory recall in AD patients. However, due to the insufficientness of current studies, the exact differentiation between effects of sad and happy music and their mechanisms are still in need of further investigation.

2.2. Familiarity of music

Familiarity, another dimension of music, can potentially influence the effectiveness of music therapy. Difference between familiar and unfamiliar music was observed in an EEG study, where familiar music evokes distinct brain changes and more pupil dilation in human than unfamiliar music [13]. Similarly, a fMRI study investigated the interaction between familiarity and emotion, found that even though musical preference does not play a role in brain changes, a significant increase in blood oxygen level dependence (BOLD) index was observed in emotion-relevant area while listening to familiar music, which indicates that familiar music stimulates people’s emotion more strongly than unfamiliar music [14].

However, despite much significance of familiarity in music listening was identified, past literature presented contradictory results. Foster and Valentine did an experiment on dementia participants with either novel or familiar music, aiming to investigate the influence of background music on their autobiographical memory recall. They found no difference in terms of the familiarity level of music, though this result was not directly measured [15]. Later experiment, also done by Foster and Valentine, confirmed again that there’s no effect between familiar music and novel music [10]. Taking both results from the image studies and experimental studies, the actual effect of familiarity of music listening on memory recall was unclear. Interestingly, the effect of familiarity on self-consciousness was proved in another study [16]. After familiar and novel music intervention, AD patients in familiar music groups showed an improvement in their self-consciousness, whereas a degeneration in self-consciousness was observed for patients treated with unfamiliar music [16]. Since they did not measure participant’s performance on memory recall, it is unclear whether familiarity plays a role in memory-related events. Despite the fact that familiarity is an essential element in music, current literature researching on this topic were rare, even available studies produce heterogeneous results. Further investigations are required in the future to better understand whether familiar music differs from novel music so therapists can take advantage of these results.
3. DIFFERENT MUSIC INTERVENTION APPROACHES

In addition to emotions and familiarity, the way of implementing music therapy could also influence the outcome.

Besides letting patients listen to music alone, leading them to actively participate in music like singing along with therapists or dancing could produce different results. Mayumi Sakamoto and his colleagues compared passive and interactive music intervention approaches in severe AD patients [17]. They found out that letting participants engage into the music through multiple interactive activities like singing, clapping, and dancing led to stronger reduction in both the psychological and behavioral symptoms of dementia [17]. On the contrary, a study from Tsoi and other researchers claimed that giving passive music stimulation was more effective in reducing behavioral and psychological agitation problems than guiding participants to actively participating in music [18]. Results from current literatures did not reach accordance with each other, therefore, further evidence was needed to compare the effect of interactive music and passive music approach in clinical settings.

Mindfulness meditation, an approach usually used for treating anxiety disorders, was proved to be useful for AD and dementia. Increase in overall quality and satisfaction of life, enhancement in mood and stress, and reduction in the level of cognitive and behavioral deterioration were all observed in several literatures [19]. Considering similar effects of music, it is interesting to compare the influence of music therapy and meditation. Innes and other researchers did experiments on old adults with subjective cognitive decline and showed that meditation, specifically Kartan Kriya meditation, improves mood and mental wellness more prominently than listening to music alone [20]. Similarly, in other experiments done by the same authors, they confirmed several biomarkers related to cognitive and mood symptom improvement and corroborated the mood rehealing effect of meditation [21]. Nonetheless, since none of these two researchers explore the effect on autobiographical memory recovery specifically, it is unclear whether meditation could be used as a stronger approach for memory restore. What we can confirm now is the healing effect of meditation on emotional stress and anxiety.

In fact, most of the meditation procedures involve music intervention, where people usually perform meditation activities while playing certain music or sound. Soft music in the background intends to help participants concentrate better on their internal reflection and block out noises or uneasy thoughts from the outside environment. Thus, implementing meditation activity into music therapy when treating AD patients may have stronger impacts in helping them to reduce psychological stress and improve wellbeing besides benefits from music alone.

4. CONCLUSION

Research in the field have proved the rehabilitating effect of music in multiple aspects like recovery of autobiographical memory, behavioral symptoms, and mood symptoms. Two elements of music should be considered: emotion and familiarity. Emotional music can produce stronger healing effects generally, but the exact differentiation between sad and happy emotional music is unclear. Also, understanding the effect of familiarity is important for successful music therapy approaches. Finally, combining music therapy with meditation is recommended in future therapeutic situations. To improve MT and better serve patients, more randomized, blinded, and clinically done experiments are necessary. Since AD is a multifaceted disease, however, mind-body therapies like MT should only be used as a complementary approach to treat AD. Researchers should continue working on inventing pharmacological treatments.
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